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Very Well Loved Family Home San Pedro Del Pinatar

Very Well Loved Family Home San Pedro Del Pinatar This very well loved and cared for family home really does feel like home
and it has been for the same family for 17 years. The location of the property means easy flat access to the beaches and seafront
area, bars and restaurants, schools and parks. The spacious accommodation really does make an impact and it also has the benefit of
being ´dual fuel´ helping to keep those bills manageable. The terrace to the front of the property offers plenty of space to sit and
enjoy a meal all together. Inside, the lounge diner is also very spacious and light. There is a shower room on this ground floor and
the first of the 3 bedrooms that is currently used as the office and study room. This would also be perfect for guests that stay. The
separate kitchen has recently had a new hob and oven fitted and the kitchen leads onto a utility room with laundry facilities as well
and lots of storage options. Upstairs is where you really notice all the additional space that has been created and this has been very
well thought out. Two extra -large Double Bedrooms allow for even more sleeping space and lots more storage. The family
bathroom with bath is between the two bedrooms. This really is a lovely house that would easily sleep 8. It´s well maintained and in
super condition, perfect for a family looking to re locate, or have a holiday home from home. San Pedro has a wide range of
independent shops, there´s supermarkets and restaurants within walking distance. The local market has lots to offer and public
transport connections start from the main bus depot. Murcia International Airport is 30 minutes and  Alicante is 1 hour by car. The
cities of Murcia and Cartagena are also within 45 minutes.

Ref: PPJB1CSP

Type: Townhouse Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: 2

Price: €115,000


